We seek to improve the ability of integrated assessment (IA) models to incorporate changes in CO 2 capture and sequestration (CCS) technology cost and performance over time. This paper presents results of research that examines past experience in controlling other major power plant emissions that might serve as a reasonable guide to future rates of technological progress in CCS systems. In particular, we focus on US and worldwide experience with sulfur dioxide (SO 2 ) and nitrogen oxide (NO x ) control technologies over the past 30 years, and derive empirical learning rates for these technologies. Applying these rates to CCS costs in a large-scale IA model shows that the cost of achieving a climate stabilization target are significantly lower relative to scenarios with no learning for CCS technologies.
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Introduction
Large-scale energy-economic models used to study global climate change and carbon management options often ignore the impacts of environmental technology innovation and diffusion, or they use simple representations such as exogenously specified (often arbitrary) rates of change in cost or efficiency over time. The predicted impacts of proposed environmental or energy policy measures can depend critically upon these assumptions. Thus, better methods are needed to model technological change induced by government policy. This is especially true for CO 2 capture and sequestration (CCS) technology, an important new class of environmental technology
